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Showing Dragon Taekwondo What The Right
Marketing Partner Can Do

Dragon Taekwondo hired Measure Marketing after many bitter experiences with
other agencies they hired in the past. The expectation was to drive more traffic,

convert more visitors from their website, and ensure that all their classes and
programs were at 100% capacity. With this intent, they hired Measure Marketing
which they believed was the agency to help them reach their goals strategically,

without any hiccups or communication gaps.
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Measure Marketing, upon onboarding, analyzed the entire site for the
best conversion paths based on buyer personas and took the time to

understand who the decision-makers are. In this case, we’re centered on
parents or guardians of students and kids in various programs.

 
 

Our team did extensive keyword analysis, performed location-based
research, and crafted a paid ads strategy. To make this integrated digital
marketing strategy successful, they recommended changing the website
for better conversion and making an impact. Essentially, creating a user
journey flow so that the desired action can be taken. In addition, pages
of content would be written to engage and show up on search engines
for the right key phrases and engage the visitors into being customers.

 
 

With the right calls to action and our well-designed user flow, a unique
story about Dragon Taekwondo was shared on the website.

How We Did It
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Before

After
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Results: 
 

1.  A robust paid social ads strategy was created to engage parents and guardians of children via messenger
ads. As the result of a synchronized approach between organic search and social media, Dragon Taekwondo

now receives 375% more qualified leads and is at over 100% capacity. This essentially means they have a
waiting list for their Milton location. In addition, given that the Oakville location was very new, they have been

able to fill it up substantially and generate a decent amount of revenue from the Oakville taekwondo academy. 
 

We were able to get them 500+ leads for their programs from Paid social with a cost per result under CAD 10 
 

2. They now rank for 475 keywords on page one of Google versus when you compare them when they started,
they were only ranking for 10. The objective was to rank for high intent and long-form searches that are

relevant to the programs offered by Dragon Taekwondo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. The local results drive 10x phone calls as they are now in the top 3 for 60% of keywords 
 

4. Including social paid ads and google ads, their ad revenue is 20X.

The Delivery 
Measure Marketing helped them achieve their goals as follows for two locations: Dragon

Taekwondo Milton and Dragon Taekwondo Oakville. 
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FB Insights showing the lead conversions
in 100’s of leads
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Call Rail Call Graphs

Call Rail Form Graphs

5. Dragon Taekwondo has been immensely pleased with the results and has become a consistent referral
partner for Measure Marketing. During COVID, while other businesses were struggling, Dragon Taekwondo

and their space and industry continue to rank up the charts and filled after-school and pre-school programs.
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Work With An Agency Who
Gets You 

Curious about how we can get you
outstanding results too?

to get started on
your personally tailored

marketing growth strategy.

Contact us

https://measuremarketing.com/contact-us/
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Contact No: 1.888.569.3032


